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About This Content

Expand your collection of modern German passenger trains with the introduction of the DB BR 648 to Train Simulator.

The DB BR 648 is a two-car diesel multiple unit (DMU) built by Alstom as part of their Coradia family of multiple units. The
LINT sub-class – of which the BR 648 is part of - stands for ‘Leichter Innovativer Nahverkehrstriebwagen’ (Light Innovative

Local Transport Rail Vehicle), as it is designed to operate on regional stopping services across non-electrified track.

The two halves of the unit rest on shared ‘Jacobs’ bogies to improve stability, reduce weight and production costs, and lower
noise levels of the wheels on the rails. With a total of 422hp, a top speed of 120km/h (75mph) and space for 115 passengers,
this DMU has all it needs to manage the more rural scene in Northern Germany, connecting smaller towns with the big cities

such as Lübeck or Neumünster.

The BR 648 is designed with accessibility in mind, featuring low floors to allow for faster, step free access for passengers, and
wheelchair accessible facilities. The floor itself has been designed to absorb and reduce sound that comes from the diesel

engines and the exhaust heat from the engines is used to heat the cabin of the unit. Some of the seating is also raised higher than
the low floor to distance passengers from the noise and cushion the vibration of the engine.

The BR 648 for Train Simulator is available in Deutsche Bahn Traffic Red livery and recreates the DMU as it operates today
for DB on the Hamburg-Lübeck Railway route.

The locomotive is also Quick Drive compatible, giving you the freedom to drive the DB BR 648 on any Quick Drive enabled
route for Train Simulator, such as those available through Steam. Also included are scenarios specifically for the Hamburg-
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Lübeck Railway route (available separately and required to play these scenarios).

Scenarios

Three scenarios for the Hamburg-Lübeck Railway route:

Bad Oldesloe to Hamburg Hbf

Lübeck Hbf to Bad Oldesloe

Hamburg Hbf to Bad Oldesloe

More scenarios are available on Steam Workshop online and in-game. Train Simulator’s Steam Workshop scenarios are free and
easy to download, adding many more hours of exciting gameplay. With scenarios being added daily, why don’t you check it out

now!

Click here for Steam Workshop scenarios.

Key Features

BR 648 in Deutsche Bahn Traffic Red livery

Quick Drive compatible

Scenarios for the Hamburg-Lübeck Railway route

Download size: 148mb
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Minimum:

OS:Windows® Vista / 7 / 8

Processor:Processor: 2.8 GHz Core 2 Duo (3.2 GHz Core 2 Duo recommended), AMD Athlon MP (multiprocessor variant or
comparable processors)

Memory:2 GB RAM

Graphics:512 MB with Pixel Shader 3.0 (AGP PCIe only)

DirectX®:9.0c

Hard Drive:6 GB HD space

Sound:Direct X 9.0c compatible

Other Requirements:Broadband Internet connection

Additional:Quicktime Player is required for playing the videos

English,French,German
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By now, its cute. Altho the "8 chapters" may be misleading at the start. Since every chapter is pretty short by itself, usually just
one mission.

Now, the actual reviewing starts. I havent played into it too much, I am just 3 chapters in, but that was already enough to see
some core gameplay.

lets start up with the battle system - The card based system may seem a bit complicated at the start, but in the end - its not. Cards
have 5 Levels - 1,2,3,4 and S - and 5 actions - Attack, Special, Block, Dodge and Magic. you draw a hand of 8 and pick 3 of
them. higher card does its action and when its a standoff there is a rock paper scissors system to determin who gets a hit in.
Strategy comes in when you take enemy Prediction into account, meaning the color of their cards. but theres a guy right at the
start explaining you all that.
And even tho it seems ovrwhelming at the beginning, it flows from your hand after 2 or 3 fights.

now to the art style - the FaceArt is pretty well made, the Intro and Chapter End Pictures all have a nice feel and good
handdrawn style to them. the world is pretty colorful, altho sometimes a little overwhelming (more later). The character models
themselves seem to bee pretty SD style, means they are more head than anything else.

Music - from what I could experience, the usic is good. Battle music gets one pumped and the town has that nice quiet peaceful
feeling.

but I cand give all good things. some negative stuff that sprung to me.

first of all, You are playing a thief whose dayjob is to be a Private Investigator... best part - he goes thieving without any
different outfit. He is out there in the same gear he can be seen through the day. then in the 3rd chapter someone actually comes
into your office, having a job fr your thief Alter Ego... I will take it that the Guards are really stupid, this is a THief training
Town or Suspension of disbelief.

then, the city is horribly cluttered. At least the starting one. Some paths cant be seen until you run into them, same with pickups.
a lot of buildings you can only identify by waltzing right in.

all in all, I like it. Its to be recommended.

PS: if the dev reads this - could it be that this is a sidestory-ish of tears for Tiara ? since I get a vibe from some names (namely
the namegiving "Goddess Tear" as well as an Item that summons Tiara in Battle.. For someone looking for a time wasting, no
thinking puzzle game, this game may be something your ineterested in. however, after putting in about 10-12 hours and
finishing the game, this game isn't something I can recommend to everyone.

The game is incredibly repetitive, there's about 5 'levels' each one has 7 or 8 zones and each level follows the same pattern to
those zones. Collect X amount of coloured blocks in zone 1, make 4 squares in zone 2, collect X amount of stained glass peices,
etc..... It's pretty well the same each level, except another colour is introduced.

You are also given different powers to help each level, but those powers are very weak and don't see to improve much on what
they say they are suppose to improve (not to a noticable level anyways).

There are things that pop up in the puzzle to make it more difficult. Theres a character that shuffles all the blocks (actually
surprisingly helpful instead of a problem). As well there can be bigger blocks of various sizes that can be difficult to remove.

Again this game is incredibly simple. However if thats the type of puzzle game your looking for, you may want to give this a
try.. BOOM, BOOM!. Fantastic platformer with RPG elements. The experience reminds me of Ori and the Blind Forest which
is an absolute classic of the genre, I imagine this will live in the memory alongside that for years to come.. This one is much
better than the first one because it's a lot more difficult. I think I spent an hour on level 3 lol. It's harder to get coins and def
harder to 3-star each level.
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I've complained about the first one being too easy so I'm glad this one is harder.. Humor and characters are pretty good. I
especially like the achievements! It was a great price for the length and replayability, too.. This is an update of my review after
finishing 40 hours of the game. I have just killed a big boss and concluded the main game. I am about to start on 2 different
DLCs of this game.

Now after 40 hours of this game, I have seen a number of shortcomings and bugs, and will try to write about them in this
update, so that I present an accurate picture of the game.

Shortcoming of this game.

1. This game is an ABANDONWARE, like what many other previous reviews have said. It was originally a Kickstarter game,
where backers paid money directly to the developer to create this game and some DLCs. The developer got the money, created
the game and 2 DLCs and left in February 2017. What this means is that currently there is no tech support of any kind, and
there are many small bugs and irritating features which are not fixed. However, the game itself is still good enough to be played,
and I have completed the main game. For the price of $6.99, I think it is definitely worth it for me.

2. My biggest complain about this game is the high monster encounter rate. However since the developer is gone and there is no
tech support, I just have to bear with it to play this game.

3. There are also several game breaking bugs, like being trapped in a certain wall. However they can be avoided by reloading an
earlier save and taking a different route for example. There are also minor glitches in several of the quest. However, I was able
to finish the main game and all the quests after 40 hours of game play. I also read up on the forum about possible bugs and
avoided them.

4. This game is unpolished as there are various spelling errors and small glitches that will never be fixed since the developer got
the money and left. Arrh. It's irritating.

Strength of this game.

1. Excellent story. The story is really excellent, but is a bit on the dark side. It is the story that keep me playing despite all the
glitches and bugs. The story just drive me to play 1 more hour and 1 more hour. I just have to find out what happen next. Also
there are many dark twists to the game and that create suspense as well. I love that.

2. I love the combat mechanics, the various spells that have to be learn by discovery and not obtained automatically from
leveling.

Overall, I will give this game a 70%, and would still recommend this game despite the fact that the developer abandon the game.
It is interesting enough for me to finish the game, and I will look forward to playing the 2 DLCs. I will give another update after
I spend more time in this game.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

This was my original review after 10 hours.

I normally write reviews after I completely finished a game, or at least spend about 50 hours into the game. However, this RPG
Maker game is so much fun that I feel compelled to write about it after just 10 hours of gameplay. I am still really far from
completing this game, but am impressed by the quality of the game to write about it comfortably.

What is really fun about this game is the preponderance of quests. Furthermore, many of the quests are proactively thrust upon
you, instead of you making efforts to find them. For instance, when you enter a zone, the barkeeper's daughter will come
running to you to tell you that her father have some key information for you and you should go to the bar immediately. That will
start a quest. Another example would be that your fellow team member would initiate a conversation with you saying that she
needs to visit her parents and that will lead you to a series of events which trapped you, leading to another quests. This is a game
that keeps you on your toe all the time. There is no need to grind or wait for things to do. In fact, from the 10 hours that I
played, I am flooded with so much quests that I am always behind. In the time that I take to solve a quest, 4 or 5 other would
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have sprung out on their own. Talking about an immersive gaming atmosphere, WOW !!!

The storyline is a bit on the dark side. You are teleported to a fairy tale universe with strange twists instead. Many of the
childhood fairy tales that you used to know are presented in this game with strange alternate interpretations.

Visually, the graphics is stunningly beautiful and the gameworld is extremely detailed. I also like the samller (thinner) game
font, and the high resolution display. The game also implement many useful features to make life easier. For example you can
selectively chose which few quests you want to track and they will display key information on your game screen in the crispy
small fonts. I also like the fact there there seems to be no upper limit to the number of quests that you can accept and keep open
at any time. I will feel overwhelmed and pressured if I have to drop quests due to any kind of limitations. However, that does
not happen in this game.

Another thing I love about this game is that your skills (called affinities in this game) are not automatically given to you when
you level, like most other games. Many of the skills, including spells that you can cast, are given to you as rewards for solving
certain quests. This enable me to really appreciate each spell, and understand how difficult it was to acquire them.

One of the most fun things about old school rpg is called "chest scumming" and it is present in this game as well. When you
come across a big chest, it will give you a key weapon or armor. The type of item in the chest is usually fixed, but that item will
have variable statistic. For example a certain overcoat may increase your defence, agility and luck, but the actual increase is
variable, and changes with each time you load the game. Normally, I would reload the game a few times until I feel satisfied
with the item. As a completionist, this is something that I like and missed in many of the fast pace newer games.

Overall, this particular game does bring back happy memories of the old school rpg that I played many years ago, like Wizardry
and Ultima. However, what is nice is also the excellent graphics and useful tools (like quest tracking, etc) that comes with the
old school game :)

I highly recommend this game, and know that I will be spending many more "10 hours" in this game as well.. Really taught me
the best way to hold my controller. Good game, have to think incredibly fast with a very charming atmosphere alongside a good
and fitting soundtrack.. I really like this game, they put alot of effort in this cartoon style for defence. There are several ways to
win of course depending what type of person you are. There are several levels. I like the music that was used for the game. It a
casual game that is less then a dollar. You get your money's worth for sure. Plus I am a huge fan of tower defence games, and
this seems to fit the bill. Though I concentrated building LOTS of boats. It's simply just a fun cute little game :). A++++++

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=cmrvjeNjvZ0. Launched once after downloading. Since then, crashes everytime.
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* Horrible machine-translated text that isn't even intelligible half the time.
* Horrible VN engine with a limited number of save slots that don't always work and a skip function that also doesn't always
work.
* Two achievements that are obtainable only by buying a 10\u20ac DLC.

Skip this, not worth your time.

P.S. Pluto is not a planet.. The new policies are minor but useful, and they work just fine in my game. Something that could
make this overpriced mod even better is if the creator would make any of the dilemmas actually work.. It's a fun, challenging
game. Enjoying it so far. Only problem I've come across is at times after pausing and returning to game, the hand you control
will get locked in a fail animation and no viable option other than to close application and restart.. This game is awesome and I
can not wait for the next one.. This game feels like its incredibly lazy or just very unfinished as though the developers didnt
want to continue with the project so they took what little material they had and made it into this. It has poor design, boring
storyline, and takes maybe 10 minutes to finish the story if you choose not to skip any dialogue. There is little to no value here..
i played this and it amazes me. the characters, the story mode, the stages, the music.
man. 10\/10

also why isn't the soundtrack on steam Mr. Dan?
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